Thank you to all those who came out on Monday evening to attend Gonçalo Byrne's Ekdahl Lecture. There was a great attendance and some beautiful works were shown.

If you haven't been by Seaton this week, the demo has begun and JE Dunn is making great progress.

For all those attending Beaux Arts Ball tonight, have fun and be safe. Use the safe ride option AIAS is providing instead of walking home in the dark. As for me, I'm in Puerto Rico attending the ACSA Administrator's Conference. See you next week.

Matthew Knox AIA
Professor and Department Head

The night is upon us! The annual Beaux Arts Ball is tonight from 9pm to 2am, with 1st years to 5th years to professors all dressed in their Art Deco best. While tonight is a night of partying and a brief opportunity to not worry about our schoolwork, it is also a night to remember to be
responsible. If you are underage, please do not drink or attempt to purchase a drink from Kathouse Lounge, as they have a strict policy to kick every minor out when only one has been found to be breaking the law. This also applies to students over 21: don't buy for the minors. We all came to have a good night and we'll do just that!

We also have two students who will kindly be giving free rides home from 11pm to 2am because nobody likes to walk home in the cold late at night wearing only a dress. They will be parked in front of Mojos and Cozy Inn Hamburgers next door to Kathouse in marked cars.

I look forward to seeing you all there! Have a great night!

Alexander Booth
Graduate Student
College of APDesign Kansas State University
AIAS Events Coordinator
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http://www.whrarchitects.com/Tradewell

WHR Architects 2016-2017 Tradewell Fellowship (current 5th years)

Named in honor of the late Gary Tradewell, a former Vice President and Medical Planner of WHR, the Tradewell Fellowship was created to build careers of aspiring healthcare architects. Each year, the Tradewell Fellow is involved with clients in early master planning and design with a particular focus on healing environments and collaborative design methods. The year-long Fellowship typically begins and ends in June and includes employment at WHR Architects in Houston.

In addition to working directly with senior medical planners and clients, Fellows receive unique experience and career guidance from leaders in the healthcare industry and a network of past Tradewell Fellows. At the completion of the Fellowship, participants have begun to develop the skills and experiences to become leaders and mentors.

The Tradewell Fellow is someone who wants to be a lifelong learner and mentor to others. In order to develop particular expertise in an area of his or her interest, the Fellow will choose a topic related to the design of healing spaces and create a body of writing or project that is suitable for presentation and/or publication. The Fellow will also receive a scholarship to attend a national healthcare conference, and the opportunity to attend and lead many in-house educational presentations. No two Fellowship years have ever been the same.
Other educational opportunities for the Fellow include: assisting with teaching a graduate level course on health facility planning, design, and construction; participating in evidence-based design activities; and assisting members of the firm in authoring speeches, articles, presentations, or books.

The application for the 2016-2017 Tradewell Fellowship is now open! Apply here now through January 15, 2016.

Kelly Egdorf, K-State Architecture alum of 2009, was awarded the 2009-2010 Tradewell Fellowship and it helped to propel Kelly into the profession early on. The department urges students interested to apply for this fellowship!

ZGF 2016-2017 Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Architectural Scholarship (current 4th years)

The Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Architectural Scholarship Fund of The Oregon Community Foundation is intended to recognize and foster students who have a demonstrated talent and passion for architecture. For many years, ZGF has demonstrated a commitment to higher education in a variety of areas including architecture. We will be awarding one recipient $10,000 for their 2016-2017 academic year.

The recipient shall demonstrate the ability to produce quality architectural design and dedication to personal development in the field of architecture.

Students beginning their final year in an NAAB accredited architecture program in the fall of 2016, who currently reside in the United States, are eligible to apply.

One scholarship recipient will be selected no later than March 1, 2016 with funds in the amount of $10,000 to be transferred from the Oregon Community Foundation to the recipient's accredited academic institution prior to or during the month of September. A summer 2016 internship with ZGF in one of the firm's office locations will be offered to the recipient. The paid internship has a flexible start date and location and will be based on current workload.

The deadline to apply is February 1, 2016. Please direct any questions regarding the ZGF Scholarship to our site. View the scholarship poster here.
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Faculty and staff, please mark your calendars for a College Faculty/Staff Meeting on December 10th at 11:00 am at APD West.

APD West_ The Dean has made adjustments to the Fall Break/Thanksgiving holiday schedule for APD West. The building will be open regular hours on Monday, November 23rd and Tuesday, November 24th. The building will be open on Wednesday, November 25th from 7:00 am to 5:00 pm and will then close for the holiday. The building will reopen Saturday, November 28th at 10:00 am to 1:00 am, but no shuttles will be operating. On Sunday, November 29th the building will open at 8:00 am to begin the 24-hour open period.

Congratulations to Chris Fein, who is the recipient of the 2015 K-State Mortar Board Faculty Member of the Year award!
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NOVEMBER
11 AIAS Beaux Arts Ball at the Kathouse Lounge doors open at 9:00 PM
12-14 James Richards’ Draw + Design Workshop Hale Library Hemisphere Room and other locations
23-27 Thanksgiving break, no classes!

DECEMBER
1 Faculty meeting at 2:30 PM in room 207 in the Union
3 APDesign Alumni Honorees visit K-State
9 Bowman Forum at 1:00 PM in the Little Theatre
11 Manko Competition at 1:30 PM in the Little Theatre
14-18 Final examinations